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It follows that C is T-correcting for T = {(3,0), (2,2), (1,5), (0,9)}
or for T = {(2,2),(1,6),(0,11)}.
Let us now consider two other
ideals in A. I7 is generated by f(X) e (Y-l), and it has dimension
3 over GF (2); and I4 is generated by f(X)f(Y),
and it has
dimension 1 over GF (2). The code C = 1, + 1, + 1s + I4 is a
(49,lO) binary code, and its CDP is given by
b(C)
It is a T-correcting

= (20,14,7,0,0,0,0,0).

code for T = {(1,3),(0,9)}.
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Abstruct-Redheffer
scattering theory is reviewed in a generalized setting as a method to derive recursive solutions of linear two-point boundary
value problems (TPBVP) over arbitrarily varying intervals. The results can
be used to derive a complete solution for the problem of limited-memory
(or sliding-window) estimation, when a usual state-space model for the
signal is available. Recursive limited-memory filters are derived for both
continuous and discrete time signals.
I.

-{
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INTRODUCTION

Limiting the memory span of an estimation algorithm turns
out to be a useful practice for solving problems of filter divergence due to mismodeling, for predicting signals with quasi-periodic components, and for detecting sudden and unexpected
changes in systems generating the monitored signal (see, for
example, Jazwinski [l] and Maybeck [2]). The issue of deriving
recursive filters with limited memory, under the usual state-space
assumptions, was addressed by several authors, most notably
Schweppe [3] and Jazwinski [I]. Their efforts, however, concentrated on a particular case of interest, namely, the case of
discrete signals with state-space models having no driving noise.
Later work by Buxbaum [4] and Bierman [5] provided some
alternative, computationally more advantageous solutions to the
same problem. The “no driving noise” case is in fact a parameter
estimation problem, with the unknown vector to be estimated
being the initial state of the dynamic system. No solutions were
ever given for the general case or for continuous signals (see, e.g.,

. ..}data(t-

T).

(1)

While it is true that in the case of no driving noise the limited
memory algorithm can be cast in the above form, we shall show
that in the general case some additional quantities enter into the
update formulas, and these must be propagated as well.
Jazwinski obtained yet another type of limited-memory filter,
which provides the estimate of the state (and of the signal) from
quantities propagated by two growing-memory filters running in
parallel, one estimating the process based on all the available
data (up to t), the other based only on the data up to t - T. His
solution, too, depends crucially on the no driving noise assumption, and it is not clear what modifications are required to derive
the estimation algorithm for the general case.
In this correspondence we provide a complete solution to the
limited-memory
filtering problem, for the case of a general linear
state-space model with driving noise. This solution is obtained
through the scattering description of the state-space estimation
problem (see for example [6]-[lo]) and applies equally well to the
continuous and discrete time cases. To our knowledge, the resulting algorithms are new. In fact, Maybeck [2] claims that it is
preferable to solve the general problem by rerunning the
growing-memory algorithm (Kalman filter) over the data interval
for each point in time rather than obtaining the extremely complicated observation removal update. We shall show that this is
not the case, since in the framework of scattering theory a
complete solution of the problem is easily derived.
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND THE HAMILTONIAN
SOLUTION

Suppose that a state-space model of a continuous
time signal z( .) is assumed to be

or discrete

vx( t) = A,x( t) + B,w( t)
z(t) = c,x(t),

(2)

(where v stands for either differentiation or the one-step time
advance operator) and we are given noisy observations

y(t) = z(t) + u(t).
The driving and observation noises will be assumed to
related white processes with intensities Q, and R,; we
however, that all the results can easily be extended to
lated case.
Given observations over an interval A = [T,, 71, it
known result that the smoothed state estimates x(t]A)
vided by the solution of a linear Hamiltonian two-point
value problem (TPBVP) as follows (see, e.g., [ll]),
For the continuous case,
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(4b)

For the discrete case,

any given data interval, yielding, when Pi + WI, the corresponding Fisher estimates. (For a more detailed discussion of these
results the reader is referred to [8]-[lo].)
Denoting the block entries of the scattering representation by

we have that (see [8] or [9])
var[ x( t) - n( tlA,)]
with boundary conditions

var[x(t

A( 7 + 1lA) = 0,

%(7,(A) = xi + Z’J(~;~A).

(5b)

In the above boundary conditions, xi and P, summarize the
prior knowledge on the state at the moment TV,i.e., the mean and
variance of the initial state estimate with no observations. In the
sequel we shall assume that no prior information is available; this
is equivalent to formally setting Pi + COI in the above equations.
This implies that the boundary conditions are zero for the adjoint
variable at both endpoints of the data interval A. The corresponding estimates are the so-called “Fisher estimates” (see, e.g.,
[31).
Now the problem of limited-memory estimation is to recursively determine ?( tl A,) when the data interval is defined as a
sliding window in time, i.e., A, = [t - T, t).
Assume that the linear Hamiltonian system is solved by simple
forward propagation of the extended state from some arbitrary
initial condition. It is immediate that the corresponding extended
final state will be given by the following formula:
(ext state),, = MT(ext state), + ET,

(6)

where MT is a transition matrix and the vector ZT summarizes
the effect of nonzero input (both being obviously independent of
the assumed initial extended state). If we have the pair [MT, ET],
the values of the solution of the Hamiltonian TPBVP at the
boundaries are easily obtained, by simply setting the corresponding “adjoint” half of the initial and final extended state to zero.
Therefore, in principle, all we need is to obtain recursively in time
the pairs [MT(A,), ZT(A,)] or, as we shall see, some related
quantities that are obtained by a Mason exchange rule from
them.
Suppose that we are given the pair [MT, XT] for some interval
Ar and

[ M T ,F]

=

a
PI4
b
i +7~’
1

- T) - ?(t - TIA,)]

= P + @,o-‘@*

(11)

= O-‘,

(12)

and the estimates are given by

W e thus realize that a complete solution of the limited memory
estimation problem calls for recursions directly providing either
the scattering or the transfer representation of the Hamiltonian
solution over sliding data intervals. It is precisely this problem
that we can solve using the generalized Redheffer scattering
theory.
III.

SCATTERINGTHEORYANDTHEPROPAGATION
ALG0m~ms

Redheffer developed scattering theory as a tool for the analysis
of wave propagation through layered media [lo]. W e shall choose
a presentation that emphasizes the fact that this theory generally
deals with the evolution parameters of affine two-port systems
under successive cascadings of infinitesimal or unit two-ports that
we shall call “generators.”
In the sequel, an affine two-port system will define a relationship between four n-vectors L,, L,, R,, and R, so that either
the pair of left variables (L,, Ld) or the left-upper and the
right-lower variable (L,, Rd) are considered as input or independent variables, the other two being the output vectors. W e thus
have in general
(output vectors) = M(input

vectors) + Z.

(14)
The 2n x 2n system matrix M and the 2n internal source vector
Z completely define the two-port. If the inputs are the left
variables, we have a transfer representation; otherwise we have a
scattering representation. Fig. 1 illustrates these definitions.

Then it is a straightforward algebraic exercise to show that the
Fisher estimates are given by

In the sequel we shall also deal with an exchanged matrix-vector pair associated to [MT, XT] defined through a generalized
“Mason exchange rule” as follows

[MS,ZS]
=

a - pa-lb
--a -lb

j?a-l
a-l

1 u,’ - fi0-l~~
1

-a-‘oz

1
.

C9)

This alternative and obviously equivalent description of the Hamiltonian system solution over A, is useful since it embeds the
error statistics for the resulting estimates. The entries of this
alternative description, which will be called the “scattering”
representation (as opposed to the original “transfer” representation), are exactly the variables that would have been propagated
by a combined Kalman filter and a fixed-point smoother over

(b)
Fig. 1. Equivalent (a) transfer and (b) scattering representations of affine

two-port.
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[M:,Z;],[M,T,Z;]

= [MTM:,M;Z;+Z;];

(15)

= [M,s*M,s,z+z;],

(16)

in the scattering domain,
[M:,z:]~[M:,E;]

where * is the Redheffer “star-product” and l stands for a rather
complicated
assembly sum. The explicit expressions defining
these in terms of the blocks of the matrices and vectors involved
are [lo]
M;r*

M;
=

= [Mg,Myl,

p2 + t2pl(I

and

- r2p1)-1~2

5(Z-

r2pl)Y1T2

~~6%)
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= [M,Z]

o(S)
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(19b)

(204

t(Yu + P4)

W’b)

I ’

where

is the block representation of [g’, y’]. The above results are
derived by simple o(S) algebraic expansions of the basic cascade
composition rules.
With the above preliminaries we can solve the following problem: Given a “generator sequence” [I + g(.)6, y(.)S], in continuous (infinitesimal
6) or discrete (unit S) time, find recursions
that provide [ M( A,), Z(A,)], defined as the cascade of generators
from t - T up to t. This issue is important since, looking at the
linear extended Hamiltonian system, we realize that the evolution
of the extended state can be considered as the evolution of the
equivalent internal source under successive cascadings with infinitesimal or unit layers that are completely characterized by the
given state-space model and the observations. More explicitly, if
the scattering domain generators are given by

r2d>

+ V{M,Z,g,yjS+

NO.

1

T(Yd + P,s)

(n+rP)d+yd+ryU

(17b)

Although the composition rules in the two representation domains are very different, the underlying basic system-cascading
structure induces a series of properties that are representationindependent. These properties are closure, associativity, the existence of a neutral (identity) system [I,O], and (under certain
conditions) the existence of an annihilator (or inverse) that, when
cascaded to the given two-port, provides the identity element.
Surprisingly, in spite of the radically different composition rules,
the annihilator of [M, Z] turns out to be [M-l, -M-lx]
in both
representation domains (provided, of course, that the system matrix is invertible). When the system matrix is singular, a transfer
domain annihilator does not exist; however, if the system is in
scattering
representation, an annihilator may still exist if the
.
transmission blocks ( ml1 and mz2) are nonsingular. This follows
from a standard decomposition of any scattering representation
as a cascade of three two-ports with lower-diagonal-upper system
matrices (see [9]) and the fact that the inverse of a cascade is the
cascade of inverses in reversed order.
An important issue that arises when dealing with continuous
time results is the evolution under cascading with infinitesimal
layers. Combining with a system of the form [ 1+ g8, y8] when 6
is infinitesimally
small, yields the following results:
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(
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induces on the set of pairs [M, 21 or both representation
mains. It turns out that we have in the transfer domain
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and, as expected, in the scattering domain the composition laws
are more complicated and involve the n-blocks of the arguments,
as follows:

w

~,{[MS,~S],[gS,yS]} =

ON

where V and A are representation-dependent
transfer domain these are simply

Two different representations will be called equivalent if their
defining matrix-vector
pairs are related through the Mason exchange-rule discussed in the previous section (9).
The cascade connection of two-norts in either renresentation
spaces (denoted by ,) is the system obtained by connecting
(equating) the right variables of the first to the left variables of
the second, upper to upper, and lower to lower. It is obviously an
easy exercise in solving linear systems of equations to explicitly
write down the composition rules that the cascading operation

~{[MS,~S],[gS,yS]} =

TRANSACTIONS

[dt),Y(t)l

=

4

B,Q,B;"
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0

C;R;‘y(

t)

continuous time
A, - I

4QtB;"

0

-C,*R;‘C,
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discrete time

1
1
’

’

t)

’

(21)
then the pair [ M(A,), Z(A,)] provides all the quantities needed
to compute the desired estimates, as we have seen in the previous
section. If we had correlated driving and observation noise
processes, the corresponding TPBVP’s would yield slightly modified generator sequences; however, all the derivations would
remain unchanged.)
The recursions for increasing t can be obtained as follows.
1) To go from [M(T, ~),E(T, t)] to [M(T, t + S),E(r, t + S)]
(where 6 is infinitesimal in the continuous case and unity in the
discrete case) requires a right cascading with the generator layer.
Therefore we have

= V(MtZ,dt),y(t)j,
[M,W[I+

g(t),y(t)l,

continuous time
discrete time

(22)

(184
[I+

g~,y~],[M,~]

= [M,Zl

+ A{M,x,g,y}a

+ o(a),

Cl@‘)

These update equations, successively applied, are readily seen to
be the usual growing-memory estimation algorithms (the Kalman
filter and the associated fixed point smoother [8], [9]).
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2) To obtain [ M(T + 6, t), X(T + 8, t)], a left cascade with the
annihilator of the leftmost generator layer is needed. This gives

v,[M(T,t),x(7,t)]
M,x,g(T),Y(r)},

continuous time

g(+y(~)]-lW.f,~l,

discrete time

-A{
= i [I+

(23)
In the above formulas, V. is the differentiation
or advance
operator corresponding to the argument in the subscript.
3) To complete one step of the limited-memory update, one
has to obtain v,v,[ M, Z] or [ M(T + 8, t + S), X(T + 6, t + S)].
But it is readily seen that this simply requires combining the
above steps, and this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

Representation of sliding-memory update.

This provides complete recursions for [ M(A,), Z(A,)].
Of
course, for initialization of sliding-window algorithms one first
has to compute by a forward sweep the pair corresponding to A,,
and then set T = t - T.
Now, together with the results of the previous section, we have
a complete solution of the limited-memory filtering problem. The
estimates and their statistics are readily obtained from the recursive sliding-window system representations. Note that the recursions can be propagated in either the scattering or the transfer
representation domains; however, to obtain the error statistics,
one would prefer the scattering representation (and use (ll)-(13)).
It is also easily recognized that the above method is, in fact, a
general technique for recursively solving linear TPBVP’s over
arbitrarily varying time intervals.
It is important
to point out that in order to determine
[ M( A,), Z( A,)], one could also proceed as follows.
1) Propagate using forward (growing-memory)
updates or
[ M(0, t), X(0, t)] and store the result over an interval of depth T.
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

A complete solution for the general problem of hmited-memory filtering for signals with given state-space models was provided in the framework of scattering theory. W e note that in
“given data” signal processing, sliding-window least-squares prediction algorithms are quite commonly applied (see, e.g., [12]). In
such cases, however, due to the structure of the covariance
estimators, a data-removing step is not more complicated than
the usual time update formula. In the setting of general state-space
models, scattering theory provides a similar result, i.e., that data
removal is at least in principle identical to the step of incorporat..
ing new data points.
The above derived algorithms propagate a 2 n X 2 n matrix and
a 2n vector and provide through a further n x n matrix inversion the smoothed and filtered estimates together with their
statistics. In the transfer domain the algorithm involves matrix
multiplications,
one 2n X 2n matrix inversion and one n X n
inversion per step. In the scattering domain, more complicated
(Riccati-type) recursions are called for (see (20)). In some applications, when problems of modeling errors arise and relatively
large computing power is available (as, for example, in satellite
tracking [l]) these algorithms can be successfully implemented in
order to avoid filter divergence.
W h e n the signal model is time-invariant, the above solution
provides a 2 n-dimensional time-invariant
state-space filter/
smoother. This result immediately follows from the fact that the
representation matrix, depending on g( .) alone, remains constant
(due to shift invariance in the cascading operation [9]). Thus, the
limited-memory
filter for the class of nonstationary processes
with time-invariant state-space models (the initial conditions in
the state-space model are arbitrary) is a constant parameter filter.
One issue of importance is the numerical stability of the
resulting limited-memory
filters. The numerical problems that
arise (almost surely, since errors accumulate when the algorithm
is propagated over long intervals) are easily solved by implementing a restart (reinitialization)
procedure at intervals over
which the results remain reliable. In this context an adaptive
restart procedure can also be used, the idea being to increase or
decrease the restart interval according to the value of an error
measure computed at the previous reinitialization.
Also, to reduce the number of computations, one might implement an oscillating memory filter with memory span that grows
from T to 2T and then is reset to T (by cascading with a
corresponding medium annihilator). Such a method was first
proposed by Jazwinski in comection with his two filter limitedmemory algorithm.
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